
Reach more learners.
Increase engagement.

MAKE LEARNING POSSIBLE

Blended and face-to-face 
learning anywhere with digital 
tools. No internet needed.





Offering blended and face-to-face digital learning
opportunities is key to reach more learners while reducing drop-
outs. But until now, bad internet access (besides power cuts) 
has made it difficult to reaching learners in the last mile.

Beekee solves these problems by preloading educational
content and hosting collaborative learning applications
beamed directly unto students’ smartphones, for use in class or 
later - no internet needed.



Using digital tools is not an option in certain contexts,
mostly because of the missing infrastructure: no or weak
Internet access, few computers available, power cuts.

We create resilient solutions to enable the power of 
technology for learning everywhere while improving 
engagement. 

Beekee Box



Meet the Beekee Box, a portable learning platform, ideal to
support face-to-face sessions, that works everywhere and does
not require access to the Internet.

The classroom moves around with the instructor. Switch it on
and instantly deliver content, collaborative & interactive tools. 

Update its contents and synchronize learner progress using 
internet - only whenever it is convenient.



Sometimes, trainers cannot travel to the field. Distance 
Learning becomes the only option.

Yet enabling Distance Learning is not easy if the 
on-site infrastructure is of poor quality. Also, data bundles 

represent a significant cost, learners often cannot afford them.

That’s why the Beekee team worked hard to solve this problem 

by engineering an innovative solution.



Meet the Beekee Hub, our offline-first device made to 
support distance learning in low resource contexts.

Set up your digital campus in no time, without worrying about 
IT setups and connectivity costs. Support instructors and 
learners by instantly – and reliably – delivering content and 
collaborative tools.

Update contents, learner progress sync, and enable remote 
tutoring when needed using mobile data connectivity.

NEWBeekee Hub



The Beekee Box and the Beekee Hub work with any smart-
phone, tablet or computer, directly in your web browser
without the need of installing any application.

They are preloaded with Learning Apps to help teachers
and trainers make their learners more active and engaged.

Learning Apps



E-learning delivered
Create, administrate, and deliver digital
educational courses.
Support any pedagogical format including 
self-paced and hybrid learning, issue 
completion certificates, badges and more.

Engage
Keep your learners captivated
and motivated by proposing
fun activities, like quizzes,
polls, and buzzers.

Collaborate
Maximize learning by allowing 
learners to work together  
using collaborative writing 
tools, digital walls, and live 
sharing platforms.



Hassle-free
Rely on our global remote support access
Premium software and hardware
technical assistance.

Easily access and
handle your devices
anywhere

Each device has a lot to share. Unleash the power and 
resiliency of the offline-first approach with Beekee Plus

Fleet management
Access and manage your device fleet
remotely, anywhere in the world.

Beekee Sync
Enable remote tutoring and rely on 
Beekee’s unique and lightning fast Light 
Synchronization for Moodle: Track 
learner progress, scores, milestones in no 
time!



Case studies



Doctors Without Borders (MSF) needed to deliver interactive
digital training programs in the field, where conditions are
rather challenging: missing IT infrastructure, low connectivity,
fast-changing circumstances.

We worked together towards a solution based on the Beekee 
Box, allowing learners to access their large existing range of    
e-learning courses, rapidly retrieve documents shared by the 
instructor, perform assessments, and collaborate with peers in 
real-time using their devices.



Arizona State University’s Education for Humanity (ASU-E4H) 
initiative has a established role as world leader in enabling access 
to higher education for marginalized populations. In this quest, 
they face multiple challenges concerning costs, scalability, and 
quality of  education.

ASU-E4H relies on Beekee’s offline-first approach to education 
to deploy confidently their blended learning model. 

Beekee supports ASU-E4H by manufacturing and maintaining
the devices, enabling learner progress synchronization, mobile 
learning apps, and by providing implementation consulting. 
Beekee increases the resiliency, relevance, reach, and 
engagement of their initiatives.    



InZone is a University of Geneva’s center that offers higher
education opportunities to refugees. At the Kakuma refugee
camp in Kenya, they struggled to reach and serve the
students of this 200K+ people refugee camp with their higher
education programs.

We created ‘satellite’ learning centers using Beekee Hubs across 
the camp. This enabled zero-cost access to knowledge and 
allowed refugees to flexibly pursue InZone’s higher education 
certificate programs using their smartphones or InZone’s tablets. 
The Moodle App allows learners to download courseware from 
the Beekee Hubs to their devices - and sync their progress back.



Who
Are
We?



We are a team of experts in educational technologies with a rich 
experience in impact-oriented projects worldwide.

Our  broad skillset in instructional design, engineering, software 
development, UX, 3D printing and evidence-based research gives 
us a solid approach to tackle new and complex challenges.
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Consulting services

We assist you in designing and delivering the most effective 
training programs, no matter what infrastructural challenges you 
face in the field.  We will help you make the most out of 
Educational Technologies to increase learning gains.

Course development
We provide consulting in creating and
designing high quality course contents
based on proven instructional design
practices.

Activities design
We design exercises and activities that
enhance learning outcomes.

Evaluation
We analyze instructional scenarios and
problems, report, develop, and imple-
ment potential solutions.



Contact us
info@beekee.ch
www.beekee.ch
+41 77 921 58 18
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND




